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The structure of the commutator algebra for conformal quantum mechanics is considered. Specifically, it is
shown that the emergence of a dimensional scale by renormalization implies the existence of an anomaly or
quantum-mechanical symmetry breaking, which is explicitly displayed at the level of the generators of the
SO~2,1! conformal group. Correspondingly, the associated breakdown of the conservation of the dilation and
special conformal charges is derived.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of symmetry plays a central role in the con-
ceptual framework of modern physics. One of the most fruit-
ful approaches starts by identifying a symmetry, whose ac-
tual or potential breakdown is subsequently analyzed. A
particular case of this process is an anomaly—a classical
symmetry that breaks down upon regularization and renor-
malization @1–3#. Specifically, the existence of anomalies is
usually associated with the need to regularize infinities that
appear in quantum-field-theory descriptions of particle and
extended-object interactions. In their continuum version,
these theories require an infinite number of degrees of free-
dom, which in turn become the source of infinities in rel-
evant calculations. As a consequence, regularization is un-
avoidable and occasionally accompanied by anomalous
symmetry breaking.
In contrast with their quantum-field-theory counterparts,
the concepts of regularization, renormalization, and anoma-
lous symmetry breaking do not appear to be necessary tools
in quantum mechanics. This ‘‘regular’’ behavior is usually
ascribed to the finite number of degrees of freedom sufficient
to describe these systems at low energies. However, this lore
has been challenged by Jackiw @4# for the two-dimensional
d-function interaction. The strongly singular nature of this
potential at the origin suggests the use of regularization and
renormalization as an alternative approach to quantizing the
system, which would otherwise seem not to be defined. In
fact, a detailed calculation for the two-dimensional
d-function potential shows that the interacting system is well
defined, but only after renormalization @4,5#. The existence
of a renormalized version of the theory and the usefulness of
related field-theory concepts have been confirmed in a num-
ber of independent studies @6–8#. Moreover, a simple argu-
ment reveals that this interaction is scale invariant @7#, but a
dimensional parameter survives regularization and renormal-
ization due to dimensional transmutation @9#. In addition,
similar techniques and concepts have been used to analyze
and renormalize the inverse square potential @7,8,10–12#,
which can also be shown to be conformally invariant at the
classical level @13,14#. These scale-invariant potentials may
be regarded as the most outstanding examples of conformal
quantum mechanics.
Despite our recent progress in the analysis of singular
potentials in conformal quantum mechanics, the possible
breakdown of their symmetry algebra at the quantum level
has not yet been systematically explored. This omission is
corrected in the present paper, in which we introduce an
outline of the general theory and detailed computations for
the particular case of the two-dimensional d-function inter-
action. The general theory is presented in Sec. II, where we
review the algebraic commutator properties of the Noether
charges associated with conformal invariance and show how
to characterize the corresponding anomaly at the quantum
level. In Sec. III we display the emergence of the conformal
anomaly for the two-dimensional d-function potential by
implementing the necessary renormalization of the bound-
state sector using three different regularization techniques. In
Sec. IV we also show how to describe this anomalous sym-
metry breaking for the scattering sector of the theory. Finally,
in Sec. V we present the conclusions of our work, while in
the Appendix we summarize the main results on the
d-dimensional radial Schro¨dinger equation that are needed
throughout the paper.
II. ANOMALOUS COMMUTATOR ALGEBRA
In this section we consider an arbitrary scale-invariant
potential V(r). From a simple dimensional argument @7#, it
can be shown that the scale invariance of the action occurs if
and only if V(r) is homogeneous of degree 22. In subse-
quent sections of this paper, V(r) will be specialized to the
particular case of the two-dimensional d-function interaction.
A. SO2,1 commutator algebra
A straightforward analysis of the symmetries of these
scale-invariant potentials under time reparametrizations
shows the existence of three Noether charges. The corre-
sponding quantum-mechanical generators are the Hamil-
tonian
N15H[
p2
2M 1V~r!, ~1!
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the dilation operator
N25D[tH2
1
4 ~pr1rp!, ~2!
and the special conformal operator
N35K[t2H2
t
2 ~pr1rp!1
M
2 r
2
, ~3!
which are expected to satisfy the SO~2,1! Lie algebra @15#
@D ,H# regular52i\H ,
@K ,H# regular522i\D , @D ,K# regular5i\K . ~4!
In Eq. ~4! the qualification ‘‘regular’’ emphasizes that the
commutators follow from a naive computation in which their
anomalous behavior is not explicitly considered. These scal-
ing and commutator properties have been shown to apply to
the two-dimensional d-function interaction @4# and the in-
verse square potential @13,14#, and are also shared by the
magnetic monopole @16# and the magnetic vortex @17#. These
representative examples of conformal quantum mechanics
and their associated SO~2,1! symmetry have also been rec-
ognized in the study of a number of nonrelativistic limits of
quantum field theories @18,19#. More generally, the same ba-
sic results apply to the entire class of homogeneous poten-
tials of degree 22, which are both scale and conformally
invariant.
The usual interpretation of scale invariance is summarized
by the first commutator in Eq. ~4!, which shows that the scale
dimension of H is 21. This scale dimension is, in fact, the
‘‘time dimension’’ T corresponding to the dimensional-
analysis result @H#5T 21, in units such that \51 and 2M
51. For an arbitrary interaction, in these units, the spatial
length dimension is L5T 1/2. Moreover, for the particular
case of a scale-invariant theory, i.e., for a potential V(r)
homogeneous of degree 22, the ‘‘naive algebra’’ and scaling
@H#5T 21 are satisfied directly from the symmetry, when
other subtleties are ignored @7#. That is precisely the
dimensional-analysis interpretation of the first commutator in
Eq. ~4!.
The main goal of our paper is to show the emergence of
correction terms in Eq. ~4! due to dimensional transmutation
@9#, as manifested by the presence of a dimensionful renor-
malization parameter @7,8,10,11#. In fact, this is the origin of
an experimental realization of a quantum anomaly in mo-
lecular physics @20#, whose underlying mechanism has also
been studied within a path-integral approach @21–23#.
B. Anomalous commutators
In what follows we will consider the nonperturbative defi-
nition of the Hilbert space for conformally-invariant poten-
tials, according to the framework of Refs. @4,7,8,11,22#. This
can be achieved by properly renormalizing the theory in the
strong-coupling regime, with the introduction of a scale-
breaking parameter. However, if the SO~2,1! conformal sym-
metry is violated upon renormalization, then the question
arises as to where this symmetry breaking manifests in the
commutator algebra of the operators ~1!–~3!. In this paper
we show that the modification of the algebra ~4! is encoded
in the basic commutator
@D ,H#52i\H1@D ,H#extra , ~5!
which acquires an ‘‘extra’’ piece whose expectation values
will be computed below. Then, Eqs. ~1!–~3! imply that
@K ,H#522i\D12t@D ,H#extra ,
@D ,K#5i\K2t2@D ,H#extra , ~6!
as follows by straightforward application of the canonical
commutator relations. Thus, the extra terms in Eqs. ~5! and
~6! extend the commutator algebra ~4! and spoil the conser-
vation laws of the Noether charges ~2! and ~3!, as dictated by
their time evolution
dA
dt 5
]A
]t
1
1
i\ @A ,H# ~7!
in the Heisenberg picture. In particular, the Heisenberg equa-
tions ~7! imply that
dD
dt 5
1
i\ @D ,H#extra ,
dK
dt 5
2t
i\ @D ,H#extra . ~8!
The next step in our construction is the remarkable find-
ing that the modified commutator algebra and the corre-
sponding relations ~8! can be evaluated in a representation-
independent manner. This is achieved again by the use of the
canonical commutators, which imply that
@pr1rp,H#52i\$2T2ErV~r!%, ~9!
where T5H2V is the kinetic energy operator and the sym-
bol
Er5r ~10!
stands for the ‘‘Eulerian derivative,’’ which—when applied
to a homogeneous function—selects the correct degree of
homogeneity. The expression ErV(r) is a formal operator
derivative that coincides with the corresponding elementary
counterpart in the position representation. Then, the
‘‘anomaly operator’’ A(r), to be defined from the extra term
@D ,H#extra in Eq. ~5!, can be computed from Eqs. ~2! and ~9!,
whence
A~r![ 1i\ @D ,H#extra[
1
i\ @D ,H#1H5F 11 12 ErGV~r!,
~11!
where 1 is the identity operator. An alternative useful expres-
sion of this anomaly ~11! in d dimensions is
A~r!52 12 ~d22 !V~r!1
1
2 $r V~r!%. ~12!
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Despite their deceivingly simple appearance, Eqs. ~11!
and ~12! still fail to make the anomalous behavior explicit.
This is due to the fact that the conformal anomaly can be
reduced to the breakdown of the naive scaling properties of
the potential. This fact is clearly displayed by Eq. ~11!,
which shows that the dilation charge is conserved and scale
invariance is maintained when ErV(r)522 V(r), an equa-
tion that amounts to Euler’s theorem for a homogeneous po-
tential of degree 22. Thus, one is naively tempted to state
that the conformal anomaly vanishes for the class of scale-
invariant potentials. However, as we will show below, this
homogeneity condition is violated: the breakdown of Euler’s
theorem can be traced to the singular behavior of the poten-
tial and its associated wave functions at the origin. In par-
ticular, the existence of a nonvanishing anomaly can be ex-
plicitly shown by considering the corresponding expectation
values with normalized states uC&.
In subsequent sections we are going to apply these ge-
neric concepts to the two-dimensional d-function interaction.
More precisely, we will show that the expressions in Eqs. ~8!
and ~11!–~13! are indeed nontrivial due to the singular be-
havior of the wave function at the origin. This means that: ~i!
the additional term @D ,H#extra in the commutator @D ,H# , as
defined in Eq. ~5!, is not identically equal to zero; ~ii! rel-
evant expectation values of this extra term @D ,H#extra have
nonzero values. Furthermore, this program can be most eas-
ily accomplished by computing the expectation value
d
dt ^D&C5^A~r!&C
52
1
2 ~d22 !^V~r!&C2
1
2E ddrV~r!EruC~r!u2,
~13!
in which a vanishing boundary term at infinity is dropped,
after integration by parts.
C. Properties of symmetry generators and their expectation
values
Before applying Eq. ~13! and related concepts to particu-
lar potentials, we will first summarize a number of well-
known albeit insightful results about quantum-mechanical
expectation values. These will help interpret the values taken
by the conformal anomaly within a familiar framework.
Specifically, consider a generator A of a symmetry that
satisfies the nontrivial condition ]A/]tÞ0. Let us also as-
sume that a mechanism is provided for the existence of a
state uC& that yields a nonvanishing expectation value
K ]A]t L
C
Þ0. ~14!
For the important cases considered in this paper, A5D or
A5K , this mechanism happens to be renormalization. Then,
from general properties of quantum-mechanical states, the
following statements can be made:
~1! If the symmetry is strictly maintained, then 2i\ ]A/]t
5@A ,H#Þ0, so that Eq. ~14! implies that ^@A ,H#&C
Þ0. This is precisely what would happen with the dila-
tion charge D and conformal charge K, if the commuta-
tors were exactly given by Eq. ~4!. Reciprocally, this
statement is logically equivalent to the condition that, if
a state uC& is found for which ^@A ,H#&C50, then the
symmetry is necessarily broken.
~2! If there exist normalized stationary states uC&, then
^@A ,H#&C50 ~15!
is also a necessary condition. As a consequence, when Eq.
~14! is satisfied, the symmetry is violated, with
d
dt ^A&C5 K ]A]t L
C
. ~16!
For the dilation and conformal charges, this is only possible
through the extra piece in Eq. ~5!, which should guarantee a
subtle chain of identities
i\ K ]A]t L
C
5^@A ,H#extra&C52^ @A ,H# regular&C , ~17!
where each individual term is not zero.
In particular, the scheme discussed in point ~2! above ap-
plies directly to the ground state uC (gs)&, whenever it exists.
Then, Eq. ~16! @with A5D defined in Eq. ~2!# implies that
d
dt ^D&C(gs)5E (gs), ~18!
where E (gs)5^H&C(gs).
In the next few sections, we will verify Eq. ~18! for the
two-dimensional d-function interaction by an explicit com-
putation of the anomalous correction terms. In other words,
we will show that this potential exhibits a conformal quan-
tum anomaly.
III. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL d-FUNCTION
INTERACTION
In this section we will consider a two-dimensional
d-function interaction
V~r!5gd (2)~r![2
\2
2M ld
(2)~r!. ~19!
In addition to defining the interaction potential, Eq. ~19! in-
troduces a dimensionless coupling l . For the interaction
~19!, the conformal anomaly defined in Eq. ~13!, with d
52, is given by the formal expression
d
dt ^D&C52
g
2E d2rd (2)~r!EruC~r!u2. ~20!
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As we will see next, Eq. ~20! is ill defined and requires an
appropriate procedure of regularization and renormalization,
to be performed simultaneously with the determination of
states and observables.
The conformal anomaly discussed in this paper is mani-
fested by the existence of a nonzero value for the right-hand
side of Eqs. ~8!, ~11!–~13!, and ~20!. For the two-
dimensional delta-function interaction, a naive argument
would suggest that this time derivative in Eq. ~20! is indeed
identically equal to zero, because d (2)(r) selects a zero value
in r . However, this line of reasoning assumes that the
states uC& have a regular behavior at the origin—a condition
that is explicitly violated upon renormalization in the pres-
ence of the interaction ~19!. More precisely, even though the
regularized wave functions satisfy the regular boundary con-
ditions ~A9! and ~A10!, the renormalized wave functions ac-
quire a logarithmic singularity at the origin. For example, the
Hilbert subspace of normalized bound states of the two-
dimensional d-function interaction reduces to the one-
dimensional space spanned by the renormalized ground state
@4,7,8,22#
C (gs)~r!5
k
Ap
K0~kr !, ~21!
where
E (gs)52
\2k2
2M , ~22!
while the running coupling constant g asymptotically van-
ishes. Specifically, the behavior of the wave function ~21!
near the origin is dictated by @24#
K0~z ! 5
~z→0 !
2F lnS z2 D1gG @11O~z2!# , ~23!
where g stands for the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Thus, the
integral in Eq. ~20! fails to vanish identically and confirms
the purported violation of Euler’s theorem. As a conse-
quence, Eq. ~20! is ill defined at the level of the renormalized
quantities, but can be evaluated by going back to the regu-
larized theory and taking the appropriate limit of its regular-
ized counterpart.
In what follows we will regularize Eq. ~20! using three
distinct techniques—and each one involves defining the
regularized potential, as well as the corresponding running
coupling constant l: ~i! real-space regularization with a
circular-well potential; ~ii! real-space regularization with a
radial d-function potential; and ~iii! dimensional regulariza-
tion. As we will see, subtle cancellations within each one of
the regularization methods combine to reproduce the same
final answer ~18!.
A. Real-space regularization with a circular-well potential
Real-space regularization provides a scheme whereby the
short-distance physics is appropriately modified for r&a
~where a is a real-space regulator!, so as to yield a well-
defined problem. Of the many possible real-space regulariza-
tion techniques, here it proves convenient to introduce a
circular-well potential
V~r!;g
u~a2r !
pa2
[2
\2l
2M
u~a2r !
pa2
, ~24!
in which u(j) stands for the Heaviside function.
Due to the central nature of Eq. ~24!, the results summa-
rized in the Appendix can be directly applied. The corre-
sponding Schro¨dinger equation for the reduced radial wave
function ul(r) is given by
H d2dr2 1F2M\2 E1l u~a2r !pa2 G2 l221/4r2 J ul~r !50,
~25!
in which l5umu, where m is the usual quantum number. The
bound-state solution (E,0) to Eq. ~25! can be written in
terms of Bessel functions @24#,
Rl~r ![
ul~r !
Ar
5H $Jl~k˜r !, Nl~k˜r !% for r,a ,$I l~kr !, Kl~kr !% for r.a , ~26!
where the curly brackets $,% stand for linear combination,
while
k˜ 25
2M
\2
E1
l
pa2
~27!
and
k252
2M
\2
E . ~28!
The regular boundary conditions at the origin ~see the Ap-
pendix! and at infinity lead to the selection of Jl(k˜r) and
Kl(kr), while the continuity of the logarithmic derivative at
r5a provides the eigenvalue equation
k˜
Jl8~k˜a !
Jl~k˜a !
5k
Kl8~ka !
Kl~ka !
, ~29!
in which the primes denote derivatives.
The next step is the renormalization of the system. This is
implemented by finding the behavior of the running coupling
constant from the consistency requirement that the eigen-
value equation ~29! admit a finite ground-state energy, when
a→0. As the analysis in Ref. @8# shows, this system can only
sustain a bound state in the s channel; this fact is confirmed
by Eq. ~29!, which admits a nontrivial solution in the limit
a→0 only for l50. Correspondingly, the ground-state wave
function becomes
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C (gs)~r!5H BJ0~k˜r ! for r,a ,AK0~kr ! for r.a , ~30!
where the ratio between A and B can be determined from the
additional continuity condition
BJ0~k˜a !5AK0~ka !. ~31!
For that particular channel (l50), Eqs. ~27! and ~29!, com-
bined with the small-argument behavior of Bessel functions
@in particular, Eq. ~23!#, provide the desired running of the
coupling constant
l~a ! 5
~a→0 !
2
2p
@ ln~ka/2!1g# $11O~@ ln~ka !#
21!%.
~32!
In Eq. ~32! the hierarchy of correction terms with respect to
the variable
j5ka ~33!
yields the three categories O(@ ln j#21,j2ln j,j2), including the
corresponding higher orders; of these terms, the first is the
dominant one. The order notation is used in Eq. ~32! and
thereafter, in order to keep track of all corrections with re-
spect to small arguments and regularizing parameters. This
procedure is suggested by the ill-defined nature of the formal
expression ~20!, which calls for a redefinition of each factor
before the limit a→0 is taken. However, it should be pointed
out that the corresponding series are typically going to be
convergent rather than simply asymptotic, despite our refer-
ence to asymptotic approximations.
For the computation of the anomaly ~13!, the values of the
coefficients A and B should be determined. First, they are
related by the condition ~31!, which reduces to
B 5
~a→0 !
2A F lnS ka2 D1gG $11O~@ ln~ka !#21!%. ~34!
Secondly, their specific asymptotic values can be explicitly
obtained from the normalization condition
15E d2r uC (gs)~r!u2
5A22pk22H K~ka !1S kk˜ D
2S BA D
2
J~k˜a !J
5
~a→0 !
pk22A2$11O~ka ln@ka# !% ~35!
where
K~j!5E
j
‘
dzz@K0~z !#25
1
2 1O~j ln j! ~36!
and
J~j˜ !5E
0
j˜
dzz@J0~z !#25
1
2 j
˜
2@11O~j˜ 2!# , ~37!
with
j˜5k˜a . ~38!
Thus, Eq. ~35! implies that
A 5
~a→0 ! k
Ap
$11O~ka ln@ka# !%. ~39!
Now we proceed to calculate the conformal anomaly via
the regularized version of Eq. ~13!. For the two-dimensional
d-function interaction, this is accomplished by using the
regularized potential ~24!, in conjunction with the regular-
ized wave function, Eqs. ~30!, ~34!, and ~39!, and running
coupling ~32!. Then,
d
dt ^D&C(gs)52
1
2E d2rV~r!EruC (gs)~r!u2
5
\2
2M
2lB2
j˜ 2
E
0
j˜
dzzJ0~z !EzJ0~z !
5
~a→0 !
E (gs)$11O~@ ln~ka !#21!%,
~40!
as follows from Eqs. ~22! and ~27!, as well as from the small-
argument behavior of J0(z); in Eq. ~40!, Ez is the one-
dimensional ~radial! generalization of Eq. ~10!. Finally, tak-
ing the limit a→0, the conformal anomaly ~40! is in perfect
agreement with the expected answer ~18!.
B. Real-space regularization with a radial d-function
interaction
An alternative real-space regularization technique is pro-
vided by a radial d-function interaction
V~r!;g
d~r2a !
2pa a [2
\2
2M l
ˆ
d~r2a !
2pa . ~41!
In addition to defining the regularized potential, Eq. ~41!
introduces two auxiliary quantities: ~i! an arbitrary propor-
tionality factor a associated with a possible ambiguity in the
definition of the radial d function @25#; ~ii! a reduced cou-
pling lˆ 5l/a . As it is to be expected, the anomaly ~20!, to
be computed later in this section, will be independent of the
undetermined ‘‘ambiguity factor’’ a .
Due to the central nature of Eq. ~41!, the formalism of the
Appendix can be directly applied again. The corresponding
Schro¨dinger equation for the reduced radial wave function
ul(r) is now given by
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F d2dr2 1 2ME\2 1 lˆ2pad~r2a !2 l221/4r2 Gul~r !50. ~42!
The bound-state solution (E,0) to Eq. ~42!, subject to the
regular boundary conditions at the origin ~see the Appendix!
and at infinity, is given by
Rl~r ![
ul~r !
Ar
5H BlIl~kr ! for r,a ,AlKl~kr ! for r.a , ~43!
where k is defined just as in Sec. III A, Eq. ~28!.
The eigenvalue equation follows from the condition de-
fining the d-function discontinuity at r5a ,
dul
dr U
r5a1
2
dul
dr U
r5a2
52
lˆ
2pa ul~a !. ~44!
Therefore, with the functions defined in Eq. ~43!, the eigen-
value equation takes the explicit form
k@AlKl8~ka !2BlIl8~ka !#52
lˆ
2pa AlKl~ka !, ~45!
where the primes denote derivatives. A detailed analysis of
Eq. ~45! shows, as in Sec. III A, that a nontrivial solution
exists only for l50. Correspondingly, the ground-state wave
function becomes
C (gs)~r!5H BI0~kr ! for r,a ,AK0~kr ! for r.a , ~46!
where A[A0 and B[B0. In addition, A and B can be deter-
mined from the continuity condition
BI0~ka !5AK0~ka !, ~47!
which reduces to
B 5
~a→0 !
2AF lnS ka2 D1gG$11O~@ka#2!%. ~48!
Moreover, the normalization condition gives
15E d2ruC (gs)~r!u2
5A22pk22HK~ka !1S BA D 2I~ka !J , ~49!
where K(j) is defined in Eq. ~36!, while
I~j!5E
0
j
dzz@I0~z !#25
1
2j
2@11O~j2!# . ~50!
Thus, Eqs. ~36!, ~49!, and ~50! lead again to an expression
identical to Eq. ~39!.
The running of the coupling constant is obtained by re-
placing the small-argument behavior of Bessel functions @in
particular, Eq. ~23!# in Eq. ~45!. Then,
lˆ ~a ![
l~a !
a
5
~a→0 !
2
2p
@ ln~ka/2!1g#$11O~@ka#
2ln@ka# !%,
~51!
where the correction terms with respect to the variable j
5ka appear in the two categories O(j2ln j,j2), including the
corresponding higher orders; of these terms, the first is the
dominant one.
Finally, the conformal anomaly can be computed by re-
placing the regularized potential ~41!, the regularized wave
function @Eqs. ~39!, ~46!, and ~48!#, and the running coupling
~51! in Eq. ~13!. This computation yields
d
dt ^D&C(gs)52
1
2 E d2rV~r!EruC (gs)~r!u2
5
\2
2M
lˆ
2E0
‘
drd~r2a !EruC (gs)~r!u2.
~52!
As the wave function ~46! has a discontinuous derivative
through r5a , the integral in Eq. ~52! is conveniently com-
puted by dividing the interval @0,‘) into the subintervals
I,5@0,a# and I.5@a ,‘). Then,
d
dt ^D&C(gs)5A
(,)1A (.), ~53!
where
A ( j)5 \
2
2M
lˆ
2EI jdrd~r2a !EruC (gs)( j) ~r!u2
5
\2
2M
lˆ
2R
( j)~a !E rR ( j)~a !, ~54!
with j5, when r,a and j5. when r.a , while
C (gs)
( j) (r)[R ( j)(r) is given in Eq. ~46!. From Eqs. ~39! and
~46!, as well as the small-argument behavior of Bessel func-
tions, the exterior integral becomes
A (.)5 \
2
2M
lˆ A2
2 jK0~j!K08~j! 5
~a→0 !
E (gs)$11O~j2ln j!%
~55!
@where j is defined in Eq. ~33!#, while the interior integral
takes the form
A (,)5 \
2
2M
lˆ B2
2 jI0~j!I08~j! 5
~a→0 !
E (gs)3O~j2ln j!;
~56!
as a result,
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d
dt ^D&C(gs) 5
~a→0 !
E (gs)$11O~@ka#2ln@ka# !%. ~57!
Therefore, when the limit a→0 is enforced, the conformal
anomaly ~40! again agrees with the predicted value, Eq. ~18!.
C. Dimensional regularization
In dimensional regularization @26# the modification of the
short-distance physics is nontrivially accounted for by a di-
mensional generalization of the theory—the relevant physics
is analytically continued from a given physical dimensional-
ity d0 to d5d02e , with e501. For singular interactions,
this procedure is implemented by properly extending the po-
tential from d0 to d dimensions. Even though this generali-
zation is somewhat arbitrary, in this paper we follow the
convenient prescription provided in Refs. @7,8,21,22#. Ac-
cordingly,
V~r!;gmed (d)~r![2
\2
2M lm
ed (d)~r!, ~58!
where the physical dimensions of the original theory are pre-
served by changing the dimensions of the coupling according
to g→g me @7#.
The interaction ~58! can be regarded as effectively central,
so that the results of the Appendix can be applied. The cor-
responding Schro¨dinger equation for the reduced radial wave
function ul(r), in d[2n12522e dimensions, is given by
F d2dr2 1 2ME\2 2 ~ l1n!221/4r2 Gul~r !50, ~59!
for rÞ0. Equation ~59! is formally identical to that of a free
particle, but it is to be supplemented by the stringent bound-
ary condition enforced by the d-function singularity at the
origin.
The bound-state solution (E,0) to Eq. ~59! is a linear
combination of the Bessel functions I l1n(kr) and Kl1n(kr).
As usual, the boundary condition at infinity leads to the re-
jection of I l1n(kr). As for the modified Bessel function
Kl1n(kr), its small-argument behavior for lÞ0 leads to a
singular term proportional to r2(l1n). Thus, the boundary
condition at the origin can only be satisfied for l50, a result
that agrees with the conclusions drawn from real-space regu-
larization techniques. As a consequence, the regularized ra-
dial wave function is of the form R(r)}r2n Kn(kr), and the
corresponding normalized ground-state wave function be-
comes
C (gs)~r!5
k
Ap
pe/4
@G~11e/2!#1/2
re/2K2e/2~kr ![A~e!Fe~kr !,
~60!
with
Fe~z ![ze/2K2e/2~z !. ~61!
In Eq. ~60! the normalization constant A(e) in d52(n11)
522e dimensions was obtained from *0
‘dzz@Kp(z)#2
5G(11p) G(12p)/2, and its asymptotic value is
A~e! 5
~e→0 ! k
Ap
@11O~e!# . ~62!
The fact that Eq. ~60! is the only bound state is a require-
ment of the eigenvalue equation, which follows by asking
that the d-function singularity at the origin be enforced @7#.
This procedure implies the condition
lme
4p S 2M\2 uEu4p D
2e/2
GS e2 D51, ~63!
which displays a simple pole at e50, making the theory
singular for the two-dimensional unregularized case. How-
ever, for e501, Eq. ~63! permits the existence of the bound
state ~60!.
Renormalization is implemented by introducing the run-
ning coupling @7,8,22#, which is determined in the limit e
→0 from Eq. ~63!, i.e.,
l~e! 5
~e→0 !
2peH 11 e2@g (0)2~ ln 4p2g!#1o~e!J ,
~64!
where g is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and g (0) is an
arbitrary finite part. In particular, from Eq. ~64!, the ground-
state energy becomes
E (gs)52
\2m2
2M e
g(0)
. ~65!
Finally, the conformal anomaly can be computed by re-
placing the regularized potential ~58! and the running cou-
pling ~64! in Eq. ~13!. Then,
d
dt ^D&C(gs)5F2 \
2
2Ml~e!m
eG H e2 ^d (d)~r!&C(gs)
2
1
2E ddrd (d)~r!EruC (gs)~r!u2J
5
~e→0 !F2 \22M Gpe$euC (gs)~0!u2
2@EruC (gs)~r!u2]r50%@11O~e!#
5
~e→0 !
E (gs)$@e Fe~0 !#2
22eFe~0 ! lim
z→0
EzFe~z !%@11O~e!# , ~66!
where Eqs. ~22! and ~60! were applied in the final line, while
Ez is the one-dimensional ~radial! generalization of Eq. ~10!.
The operations to be performed in Eq. ~66! at the level of the
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regularized wave function ~61! can be simplified with the use
of Bessel-function identities. First, the small-argument ex-
pansion
Kp~z ! 5
~z→0 !1
2 FG~p !S z2 D
2p
1G~2p !S z2 D
pG @11O~z2!# ,
~67!
leads to Fe(0)51/e , with corrections of order O(e). Sec-
ondly, either from Eq. ~67! again or from the identity
1
z
d
dz @z
2pKp~z !#52z2(p11) Kp11~z !, ~68!
one concludes that EjFe(j)52je, with corrections of orders
O(e ,j2). Therefore, the final result is
d
dt ^D&C(gs) 5
~e→0 !
E (gs) $@11O~e!#12 lim
r→0
~kr !e@11O~e!#%
5
~e→0 !
E (gs) @11O~e!# . ~69!
Remarkably, the limit e→0 should be taken only as the last
step, as required by the dimensional-regularization prescrip-
tion. When this procedure is properly applied, the conformal
anomaly ~69! again agrees with the value anticipated in Eq.
~18!.
IV. SCATTERING SECTOR FOR A TWO-DIMENSIONAL
d-FUNCTION INTERACTION
In Sec. III we focused our analysis on the emergence of
extra terms for relevant bound-state expectation values.
However, a complete characterization of the interaction re-
quires the complementary analysis in the scattering sector of
the theory. For the two-dimensional d-function interaction,
the compatibility of the renormalization in both sectors is
well known; e.g., as discussed in Refs. @4,7,8,22#. In this
section we now complete our analysis by using these com-
patibility requirements and consequently display the emer-
gence of an anomalous commutator algebra for scattering.
Our goal is to make use of expectation values and thereby
construct nonvanishing symmetry-breaking terms. Unfortu-
nately, this construction proves to be considerably more dif-
ficult than for bound states because of the nonexistence of
scattering states that are simultaneously normalized and sta-
tionary. The proper formalism to display the anomalous
terms is then provided by time-dependent collision theory
@27#. In addition, we conveniently switch to the Schro¨dinger
picture as the natural way to study the time evolution of
these wave packets.
Let C(r,t) be a wave packet of positive energy evolving
in d dimensions from an initial state
C~r,0!5E ddq
~2p!d
x~q!fq~r!, ~70!
in which fq(r)5exp(iqr). This function fq(r) can be in-
terpreted as the incident plane wave for a scattering experi-
ment in which
cq~r!5fq~r!1
2M
\2
E ddr8G d(1)~r2r8;q !V~r8!cq~r8!
~71!
is the stationary-state interacting wave function for energy
E5Eq[\2q2/2M and q5uqu, while G d(1)(R;q)5
2i (q/2pR)d/221Hd/221(1) (qR)/4 stands for the corresponding
causal Green’s function.
In this section we assume that the applicability conditions
and approximations of Ref. @27# are satisfied for the treat-
ment with wave packets. In this context, the present deriva-
tion is at least sufficient to prove our claim of the existence
of anomalous terms in well-defined expectation values.
Then, starting with the initial condition ~70!, the time evolu-
tion of the state uC(t)& is asymptotically described by
C~r,t !5E ddq
~2p!d
x~q!cq~r!e2ivqt, ~72!
where vq5Eq /\ . In general, using a resolution of the form
~72! between states uC1(t)& and uC2(t)&, the expression for
the transition matrix elements of an operator A becomes
^C1~ t !uAuC2~ t !&5E ddq9
~2p!d
E ddq8
~2p!d
x1*~q9!
3x2~q8!e2i(vq82vq9)t ^cq9uAucq8&.
~73!
In particular, for the expectation value of the dilation opera-
tor,
d
dt ^D&C(t)5E d
dq9
~2p!d
E ddq8
~2p!d
x*~q9!
3x~q8! e2i(vq82vq9)tK cq9U @D ,H#extrai\ Ucq8L ,
~74!
an expression which can be evaluated for a specific two-
dimensional potential V(r) from Eq. ~12!, whence
K c1U @D ,H#extrai\ Uc2L 512E d2r c1*~r!rV~r!c2~r!
52
1
2E d2rV~r!Er@c1*~r!c2~r!# .
~75!
Therefore, for the two-dimensional d-function interaction,
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K cq9U@D ,H#extrai\ Ucq8L 52 g2 $cq9* ~0 !@Eˆ rcq8~r!#r50
1@Eˆ rcq9* ~r!#r50cq8~0 !%
5S 2 \22M D 4Aq9q8
3 f q9* ~V
(2)! f q8~V(2)!, ~76!
where
f q[ f q~V(2)!5A2pq F lnS EquE (gs)u D2ipG
21
~77!
is the isotropic two-dimensional scattering amplitude @22#, in
which the angular dependence V(2) can be omitted. Finally,
from Eqs. ~74! and ~76!,
d
dt ^D&C(t)5S 2 2\
2
M D E d
2q9
~2p!2
E d2q8
~2p!2
x*~q9!x~q8!
3e2i(vq82vq9)tAq9q8 f q9* ~V
(2)! f q8~V(2)!,
~78!
whence it follows that
d
dt ^D&C(t)52
\2
2M uF~ t !u
2
, ~79!
where
F~ t !52E d2q
~2p!2
x~q!e2ivqtAq f q . ~80!
Equations ~79! and ~80! can be verified in the three regu-
larization schemes introduced earlier and constitute the main
result of this section. Just as the logarithmic behavior of Eqs.
~21! and ~23! was the source of the nontrivial anomalous
commutator in the bound state sector, the singular behavior
H0
(1)(z) 5
(z→0)
112i@ ln(z/2)1g#/p @up to terms O(z2)] in
Eq. ~71! yields the nontrivial expression ~79!. This final re-
sult admits the following interpretation: a wave packet un-
dergoes a time evolution dictated by the linear superposition
of its initial Fourier components; as the scattering amplitude
depends upon a scale uE (gs)u, the ensuing symmetry charges
are no longer conserved.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have explicitly shown the anomalous
nature of the commutator algebra in conformal quantum me-
chanics for the two-dimensional d-function interaction.
These results are supported by detailed computations per-
formed with three distinct regularization techniques in both
the bound-state sector and the scattering sector of the inter-
acting theory.
The crucial point in this anomalous behavior is that extra
terms in the commutators of the SO~2,1! generators arise
from the dimensionally-transmuted scale of the renormalized
theory. The implication of the existence of these nonvanish-
ing terms at the level of nonconserved symmetry charges
was explored and general properties of quantum-mechanical
averages were used to shed light on the physical meaning of
our results.
A similar but considerably subtler analysis can be applied
to the inverse square potential in any number of dimensions;
the details of this procedure will be discussed elsewhere.
Incidentally, an alternative technique that has been widely
used to deal with singular potentials is the method of self-
adjoint extensions @4#. It would be interesting to investigate
the same issues using that method and to provide a compari-
son with our results @28#.
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APPENDIX: CENTRAL POTENTIALS IN d DIMENSIONS
In this appendix, we summarize a few basic results for the
d-dimensional radial Schro¨dinger equation. We only state
those properties that are needed for the applications of the
general theory discussed in this paper. In particular, these
results are essential for the proper use of dimensional regu-
larization, even though the particular problems analyzed
herein are strictly two-dimensional.
Conservation of d-dimensional angular momentum per-
mits the separation of the radial coordinate r from the angu-
lar variables V(d). Moreover, it leads to an angular depen-
dence proportional to the hyperspherical harmonics
Y lm(V(d)) . The associated wave function C(r)
5Y lm(V(d))Rl(r) includes a radial piece Rl(r), which de-
pends upon the quantum number l as well as the energy E.
Furthermore, Rl(r) satisfies the differential equation
H Dr(d)2 l~ l1d22 !
r2
1
2M
\2
@E2V~r !#J Rl~r !50, ~A1!
in which the radial Laplacian is given by
Dr
(d)5
1
rd21
]
]r S rd21 ]]r D
5
1
r (d21)/2
]2
]r2
@r (d21)/2#2
~d21 !~d23 !
4r2
. ~A2!
Then, it proves convenient to define the reduced radial wave
function
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ul~r !5Rl~r !r (d21)/2, ~A3!
which satisfies an effective one-dimensional Schro¨dinger
equation
H d2dr2 1 2M\2 @E2V~r !#2 L l ,dr2 J ul~r !50, ~A4!
in which the angular-momentum effective potential has a
coupling constant
L l ,d5l~ l1d22 !1~d21 !~d23 !/45~ l1n!221/4,
~A5!
with
n5
d
2 21. ~A6!
For the interactions discussed in this paper, Eq. ~A4! pro-
vides a direct transition to a differential equation of the form
F d2dr2 1S k22 p221/4r2 D Gu~r !50, ~A7!
whose solution u(r)5Ar Zp(kr) is given in terms of Bessel
functions Zp(kr) of order p.
Furthermore, Eq. ~A4! should be supplemented by appro-
priate boundary conditions at the origin and at infinity. First,
asymptotically with respect to r→‘ , the bound-state solu-
tions should have a zero limit in order to satisfy the square-
integrability condition. Likewise, the scattering solutions are
subject to the usual requirement that the wave function as-
ymptotically reproduce the incident wave plus an outgoing
scattered state @7#. On the other hand, the boundary condition
at r50 is much subtler and requires additional study.
It turns out that the boundary condition at the origin is the
key factor that determines the nature of the singularity at the
origin. As such, it is used to establish the classification of
potentials into the regular and singular families. In this
framework, both the regular and the regularized singular in-
teractions are subject to the limiting condition
r2V~r ! →
r→0
0. ~A8!
In particular, asymptotically with respect to r→0, the wave
function is reduced to the solution of the radial part of
Laplace’s equation. As a consequence, the regular boundary
condition becomes
Rl~r !}rl, ~A9!
which is usually restated in terms of the weaker condition
ul~0 !50. ~A10!
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